Appendix A: Sample Pseudo-Code
Core concepts only are shown; pragmatic aspects (e.g. error handling) are omitted.
RunTS System Schedule
The key capabilities of RunTS code are: AddNewTask, ExecuteSchedule. These require a Schedule, which consists of nested data objects: 2. 3 EVs are used: 'EV_M1', 'EV_M2' (twins) and 'EV_L1' (which has a larger battery).
3. The scenario (EV journeys) is then added, plus a power loss effecting EV_L1.
4. The schedule is retained post-run to evidence operation.
5. At st 0.01 all EVs are instantiated (brought into existance) / arrive at their respective home locations with the same battery SOC and begin to charge. The EV model discovers the need to cease charging and these are created as auto-generated tasks at st 102.043.
Observe that RunTS has merged mutiple tasks into the same Cycle. This happens in several places.
The Post-Run Schedule: 
